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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is an accurate statement about Infrastructure as a
Service?
A. Consumer only has control over user-specific application
configuration settings
B. Consumer has control over network devices, compute systems,

and storage systems
C. Consumer has control over the operating systems and the
deployed applications
D. Consumer only has control over the configuration settings of
the application-hosting environment
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
Exhibit:
You are a news reporter. You have a been given the assignment
to give a history of the Olympic Games.
Task3:
Create new customized colors with the Accent 1 option to RGB
"255", "153", "51".
Name the customized colors "Orange Table".
Answer:
Explanation:
See the explanation below.
Explanation
* Go to Page layout - colors - customize colors
* In Accent 1 go to more colors and enter the required RGB
valuesand give it the nameorange Table

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which command sequence must you enter to configure SSH access
to a Cisco router?
A. B.hostname ip domain-lookup crypto key generate rsa
B. A.ip ssh version ip domain-name crypto key zeroize
C. D.ip ssh version ip domain-name crypto key generate rsa
D. E.ip shs version ip domain-lookup crypto key zeroize
E. F.hostname ip domain-name crypto key generate rsa
F. C.hostname ip domain-name crypto key zeroize
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which of the following strategies helps reduce risk if a
rollback is needed when upgrading a critical system platform?
A. Continuous monitoring
B. Fault tolerance
C. Firmware updates
D. Non-persistent configuration
Answer: B
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